
Why Powerset Misses the Point:  Relevancy Matters!

On May 14th, Powerset™ launched its long awaited Website demonstrating its “NLP1 Search” technology. 
While we are impressed with the user interface and experience they have developed, we believe that 
Powerset  and the  media  are  missing the point.   Relevancy matters.   Powerset’s  technology,  even 
though it  includes advanced parsing, doesn’t  deliver on the promise of providing the user with highly 
relevant search results.  To meet this goal, Search requires understanding.

If a user is looking for an enhanced Wikipedia search for people or results that can be found by simple 
keywords, the Powerset application is good option.  Their user tools are helpful, their interface is efficient 
and clean,  and their  information aggregation capability  is  useful.   Used solely  as a consumer-facing 
enhanced Wikipedia search engine for simple searches, with ties to other data sources, like Freebase™, 
Powerset  provides  an improved  solution  over  what  is  currently  available  through  Wikipedia  or  other 
engines that provide search for that dataset.  However, if a user is looking to do a deep search with a 
more complex query or subject matter, Powerset is lacking.  Only Cognition has the ability to understand 
the meaning behind the query and the results, and effectively return more precise and relevant results.

In this paper, we’ll compare Cognition’s Semantic NLP™ and Powerset’s NLP capabilities by examining a 
variety of complex (real world) queries that go well beyond proper names, proper nouns and keyword-
type searches – all of which both Powerset and Wikipedia’s own native search do well.  We’ll then provide 
an analysis on the Wikipedia results returned by both Cognition and Powerset.

It  is important  to note that  Cognition was  not developed as a Search engine, but  rather an enabling 
technology  which  brings  semantic  NLP  to  other  technologies  and  applications.   Search  is  only  one 
application for Cognition’s Semantic NLP.  That being said, Search is an effective way to gauge the 
effectiveness of a semantic NLP technology’s ability to understand language and meaning. 

PROOF POINTS

Objective:
Compare NLP capabilities between Cognition and Powerset in a variety of queries that 
go beyond proper nouns, names and keyword-type searches.  Demonstrate complex 
real-world queries, then provide an analysis on the Wikipedia results that are returned.

Query #1: “Who won Wimbledon in 1956?” 

Results:
Cognition:   20 documents – top 2 are lists of men's and women's champions for 1956
Powerset: 657 documents – no matches specific to the 1956 results 

Top 5 Cognition results:

1956_Wimbledon_Championships_-_Men's_Singles:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1956_Wimbledon_Championships_-_Men's_Singles

1956_Wimbledon_Championships_-_Women's_Singles:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1956_Wimbledon_Championships_-_Women's_Singles

List_of_male_tennis_players:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_male_tennis_players
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Angela_Buxton: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Angela_Buxton

Shirley_Fry: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shirley_Fry

Top 5 Powerset results:

World number one male tennis player rankings (refers to Connors, Becker in 1982 & 1989, not 
1956)

Ken Rosewall (Rosewall won the Australian Davis cup in 1956, not Wimbledon)

Björn Borg (Borg won Wimbledon in 1976, not 1956)

Rod Laver (Context: ... giving Laver the "clay court triple" of Paris, Rome, and Hamburg that had 
been achieved previously only by Lew Hoad in 1956: no mention of Wimbledon.)

Angela Buxton (Only IDENTICAL HIT IN TOP 5)
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Query #2: “Who won an Emmy for choreography in 1987?“       [Answer: Michael Peters]

Results:
Cognition: 1 document – a perfect match: List of winners of the Emmy Award for Choreography 
Powerset: 259 documents – the perfect match is result #7 

Cognition result:

List_of_winners_of_the_Emmy_Award_for_Choreography:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_winners_of_the_Emmy_Award_for_Choreography
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Top 5 Powerset Results:

Bob Fosse -- He won a Tony (not Emmy) for choreography and didn't win in 1987, but died that 
year

58th Primetime Emmy Awards
Article on 58th Emmy awards in 2006, with a link to a stub only, for 1987: 39th Primetime Emmy 
Awards

Fred Astaire
He won Emmy's earlier, but never for choreography, and he died in 1987

List of persons who have won Academy, Emmy, Grammy, and Tony Awards list by people, not by 
year and no mention of Michael Peters

The Temptations: 
Article about the group, The Temptations, and an Emmy-award winning documentary on them -- in 
1987
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Query #3: “politicians who went to UCLA“

Results:
Cognition: 175 documents – 3 of the top 5 matches are for specific politicians who went to UCLA, 

with the other two focusing on UCLA and political activities
Powerset: 1,200 documents – matches tend to focus on a variety of UCLA listings, with 1 of the 

top 5 matches being for a politician who attended UCLA

Top 5 Cognition results:

George Allen
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Allen_(U.S._politician)
[Allen has a long history of interest in the Confederate flag, in spite of his never having lived in the 
South until his transfer from UCLA to the University of Virginia as a sophomore in college…]

Tom Bradley
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tom_Bradley_(politician)
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[One of the jobs that he had while at UCLA was as a photographer for comedian Jimmy Durante. 
He dropped out of UCLA during his junior year to attend the Los Angeles Police Academy, after 
placing near the top on a recruitment exam…]

Ted Brown
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ted_Brown_(politician)
[He  graduated  from  UCLA  in  1984,  with  a  B.A.  in  political  science  with  a  concentration  in 
Constitutional Law…]

Mike Davis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mike_Davis_(politician)
 [Davis founded The Images of Blacks in America Symposium at UCLA, a conference for high 
school students and professionals…]

Bill Morrow
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bill_Morrow_(California_politician)
 [He transferred to UCLA, where he graduated with honors in 1976…]

Top 5 Powerset results:

UCLA-USC Rivalry
The  UCLA-USC rivalry is  the college  rivalry  between two  universities  located  in  Los  Angeles, 
California: the University of California, Los Angeles and the University of Southern California.

1967 USC vs. UCLA Football Game
The 1967 USC vs. UCLA football game was an American College Football game played in the 1967 
College Football Season on November 18, 1967.

Roberta Achtenberg
After graduating from Morningside High School in Inglewood, California, Achtenberg went to UCLA, 
then transferred to and graduated from University of California, Berkeley.

David Geffen School of Medicine at UCLA
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UCLA School of Medicine or David Geffen School of Medicine at UCLA is an accredited allopathic 
medical school located in Los Angeles, California, United States.

Pacific 10 Conference
The Pacific-10 Conference (Pac-10) is a college athletic conference which operates in the western 
United States

Query #4: “Texan wildflowers” 

Results:
Cognition: 74 documents – Matches focus mainly on wildflowers in Texas
Powerset: 44 documents – Matches tend to focus only on the word “Texan,” showing an inability 

to understand Texan and wildflowers in context.

Top 5 Cognition results:

Lady_Bird_Johnson_Wildflower_Center:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lady_Bird_Johnson_Wildflower_Center

Bluebonnet: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bluebonnet
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The_Daily_Texan: title="Lady Bird Johnson Wildflower Center">
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Daily_Texan

Wild_Flower_Festival: (Richardson, Texas) http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wild_Flower_Festival

Lady_Bird_Johnson: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lady_Bird_Johnson
 

Top 5 Powerset results:

T-6 Texan
The T-6 Texan was a single-engine advanced trainer aircraft designed by North American Aviation, 
used to train fighter pilots of the United States Army Air Forces, United States Navy, Royal Air 
Force and other air forces of the British Commonwealth during World War II.

T-6 Texan II
The T-6A Texan II is a single-engine turboprop aircraft built by the Raytheon Aircraft.

Amarillo Texas Big Texan Steak
The Big Texan Steak Ranch is a steakhouse restaurant  and motel  located in Amarillo,  Texas, 
United States which opened off of Route 66 in 1960 and moved to its present location on Interstate 
40 in 1970.

The Daily Texan
general article on the U of Texas newspaper, not a specific article on flowers: 
Highlighted section: In 1913, the student body voted to publish the paper each weekday, and the 
Daily Texan was born on September 14, 1913.

Lady_Bird_Johnson: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lady_Bird_Johnson
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Here  is  a  comparison  grid  between  the  features  and  capabilities  of  Cognition’s  and  Powerset’s 
technologies:

Feature                Powerset Cognition

Tokenization            x        x

Morphology                x        x

Phrases                         x

Sense selection            x        x

Semantic map                     x

Parsing                x        x

Integration with structured data         x

Enterprise version                 x

Tokenization:   Tokenization  turns  ASCII  text,  punctuation  and  spaces  into  words  and 
sentences.

Morphology:  Morphology recovers base word stems from inflected form (e.g,. “baby” from 
“babies”) and base stems from derived form (e.g., “digitate” from “interdigitate”).  Powerset 
does not have the latter, only the inflectional morphology.
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Phrases:  Cognition recognizes 200,000 phrases such as “Bill of Rights” and “bok choy.”

Sense selection:  Cognition handles the ambiguity of 17,000 ambiguous words of English. 
It works with meanings rather than strings.  In "the union went on strike", the word “strike” 
has a different meaning than in the phrase "strike up a conversation."

Semantic  map:   Cognition  maps  each  phrase  and  word  meaning  to  its  hypernyms 
(ancestors in an ontology), its synonyms, and its sense contexts (senses of other words 
that trigger this sense of this word).

Parsing:  Parsing recovers the argument structure of a sentence.  For example, in "The cat 
caught the mouse", "the cat" is the subject, "caught the mouse” is the predicate, "caught" is 
the verb and "the mouse" is the object.

Integration with structured data:  Cognition can search in structured and unstructured 
data as exemplified on MEDLINE.cognition.com, where in the advanced search function it 
searches  on  structured  information  about  dates,  journals  and  authors,  as  well  as  the 
unstructured information within the MEDLINE abstracts.

Enterprise  version:  The  linguistic  meaning-based  Search  Engine  capabilities  of 
Cognition’s Semantic NLP enables an enterprise to dig deeper into their internal datasets 
with greater completeness and precision. 

CONCLUSION:

Relevancy requires understanding.  High precision and recall requires understanding.  A more complete 
and meaningful user experience requires understanding.  

One of the biggest barriers to building a natural language understanding system is to build the semantic 
map and the dictionary with details of the syntactic behavior of words (i.e. how words behave within 
context).  Cognition’s Semantic NLP brings understanding to technologies and applications.  We’ve spent 
more than 20 years building this capability into Cognition’s Semantic NLP for the English language.

Cognition Semantic NLP uniquely combines statistical algorithms with linguistically mapped coverage of 
the English  language, employing more than 4 million  semantic contexts  (word  meanings in  context); 
506,000 word stems (the base forms of words); 536,00 word senses (word and phrase meanings); 17,000 
ambiguous word definitions; 200,000 phrases; and a robust ontology and taxonomy.

Powerset has done an excellent job re-thinking the user experience using Natural Language Processing 
technology with an advanced parser.  However, in order to improve the actual results of a Search, there’s 
no getting away from the need for a system which understands word and phrase meanings within context. 
Cognition is the only complete semantic NLP technology which can deliver this understanding.  
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We encourage  you  to  experience  the  impact  of  higher  relevance  by  visiting  Cognition’s  Semantic 
Wikipedia  demonstration.   It  is  the  full  Wikipedia  dataset  indexed  using  Cognition’s  Semantic  NLP 
technology.

http://WIKIPEDIA.cognition.com

For more information regarding Cognition and it’s unique and powerful  semantic technology,  visit  our 
Website at www.cognition.com.  In addition, feel free to drop us an email at info@cognition.com.
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